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How can we 



expand the functionality of our existing urban spaces, for more hours and with higher 

efficiency?

Can we expand the functionality of our existing urban spaces, with higher efficiency 

and for more hours? Can we use private or semi-public open areas for public 

purposes? How it can be possible? What kind of spaces we need? What are the 

characteristics of theses spaces? What is going to change with this concept?  









 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





























 





































method for incremental-

reinforcement learning



























ideal grid

Is the space currently multifunctional or it has just the potential to be? 

Are the actors public (State / Territorial Collectivity) or private (individuals, 

parapublics) according to cadastre plan of the city? 

Are the users the owner of the space? Have they occupied the space? Do the people 

that come for this particular activity meet certain conditions (for example: pay money 

or accept the Inspection by the security guards)? Or, do they meet no conditions? 

Is the activity in the space unique (one function changes to another one) or mixed 

(two or more function changes to two or more others/the space has more than one 

function in a certain period of time or the space has the initial and second function at 

the same time)? (cf 3.3.2) 

How did the second occupant of the space get the ownership? By renting, for free or 

illegal? 

 



Is there a new insurance necessary or not (in case of an accident for the added 

users or the damage for the space and equipments because of the second activity)? 

Can the space be treated like other public spaces? Who should be covered by the 

insurance: the space (owner), the occupiers or the user? 

Does the space attract the new users that would not come if this activity has not 

been existed or it just changes the function for the same users? 

Is there any priority in using the space? Who has the priority when there is a conflict?

The functions of the space are of which category: necessary, optional or social? 

Does this new function occur just in the spaces with the same or similar physical or 

spatial conditions? Is there any dependence between the activity and the form of the 

space? 

Does the activity continue at night? Does the space have a nocturnal function?  

 

 



Are there any prerequisites needed to make the space ready for second function: the 

equipments, furniture, flooring, lights or vegetation?  

Is the second activity leads to additional risks to the users and to the space? 

Does this new function occur only in a special climate region? Could the activity be 

planned in any part of the world despite state of climate or it is limited to certain 

areas? 

Does this new function occur only when the weather is good (the new function 

doesn’t have more than 50% of its efficiency in the bad weather)? Does it occur non-

stop throughout the year? Is there any need to regulating environmental conditions 

for the second activity?

Does this new function needs special weather conditions? Does in occurs in hot or 

cold temperature? Does the temperature increase because of the activity? 

Does the activity take place only in sunlight or only in shade? Is it important to control 

the amount of incoming sunlight into the space for this activity? Do the space's 

mangers need to provide shade for the added activity? 

Is there any adding or special noise pollution because of the activity not due to the 

presence of people or equipments? 



What are the form and the size of the space (according to the number of users)? Is it 

a surface or a line? Is it small (for less than 20 users), medium (for 20-100 users) or 

large (for more than 100 users)? 

Is there a direct access to the space without any gate? Is it accessible through 

another place or through a gate? 

Is the space located in city center or in a special or unique part of the city (touristic 

part, river, etc.)? Designing such a space everywhere in the city is possible or there 

should be special considerations according to the urban density? Is it accessible by 

public transport?  

Is the new function unique or is the place somewhere special? Does the combination 

(of space and activity) attract people to make an urban trip (short or long)? Is it 

something that provides a new experience? 

Is there any risk from a person against another person or environment? Are there 

any environmental risks for the users? 

Who will be the responsible of the space after changing the function: the owner, the 

tenant, the occupants or the users? Does the legal base change?  

How would the users and the equipments be protected against the injuries and 

damages? Is the system of the security in the space based on the users themselves? 



Does each person have to take care of himself or his properties? Are there any 

physical elements that ensure the security? 

Is there a need of additional lighting for making the space ready for the second 

function (for providing security and for expanding the functional hours)? Is it natural 

light, artificial light or a combination of these two?

Is the space covered by vegetation or mineral materials? Is it a soft landscape or a 

hard landscape? This cover provides a safe possibility for which kind of activities? 

Does the space needs a cover before accepting the additional function? Should it be 

covered? 

ideal grid”

applicable grid” 









Administrative to recreation Multifunctional - private to public

Necessary activities to recreation/social Multifunctional - public to private



Necessary activities to pedagogic/cultural Pop-up – public to private

Necessary activities to recreationMultifunctional - public to public



 

Necessary activities to recreation/socialMultifunctional - public to semi-public

Necessary activities to necessary 

activities/recreation

Multifunctional - private to public



 

Necessary activities to necessary 

activities/recreation/commercial/social

 

Multifunctional - public to private 

 

Pedagogic to cultural/social

 

Multifunctional - private to public



Necessary activities to recreationMultifunctional - public to public

Necessary activities to 

commercial/recreation/cultural/social

innovation - public to private





































































site's morphology

















"according to all the cases 

studied and the analysis, how can the "multifunctionality" be considered as a general 

concept in revitalizing urban spaces?" 









feasibility 

study programming conceptual design
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Ceci pose la 

question de l’extension des fonctionnalités des espaces urbains existants afin 

d’optimiser leur efficacité



Peut-on étendre les fonctionnalités de nos espaces urbains existants, avec une plus 

grande efficacité et sur des plages horaires plus importantes ? Peut-on utiliser des 

zones ouvertes privées ou semi-publiques pour des fonctions publiques? Comment 

est-ce possible? Quel genre d'espaces répond à ce besoin? Quelles sont les 

caractéristiques de ces espaces potentiels ? Quelles sont les conséquences de la 

mise en place d’un tel concept? 






































